
  
 
 Eggplant Zucchini 

Parmigiana 
               

  Ingredients:     Equipment: 
 
  3 eggplants 
  2 zucchini      Chopping board 
  garlic      Anti slip mat 
  onion      Knife 
  tomato tins     Pot 
  flour (about half a cup in a bowl)  can opener 
  Bread crumbs     Frying pan 
  1 egg       Trays 
  ¼ cup milk     Garlic crusher 
  oil (vegetable or rice bran) 
  shredded mozzarella cheese 
METHOD: 
 

•  Slice eggplants into 2 cm thick slice, place on cake racks and sprinkle with a little bit of salt. Slice 
zucchini into rounds. You don’t need to salt them 

 

• Make tomato sauce by cutting up onion and crushing garlic into a frying pan. Heat some olive oil 
up and gently cook the onion and garlic until translucent 

 

• Add the tinned tomatoes to the pan and cook until a sauce consistency. The sauce will need 
blending at the end and taste for salt 

  

• Pat eggplant slices dry, and coat with flour (GLUTEN ALERT!) if you have any gluten allergies in the 
group, please use some Gluten free flour from the pantry. Do a small amount of eggplant for the 
Gluten free people 

 

• Also coat the zucchini with flour 
 

• Whisk an egg in a bowl with a little bit of milk (about ¼ of a cup). Drop floured eggplant and 
zucchini pieces into egg, then scoop out with a slotted spoon and place into the breadcrumb 
bowl. Again if GLUTEN allergy, use polenta as a breadcrumb alternative 

 

• Heat oil up in a frying pan, and carefully slide the coated eggplant in.  Cook carefully, turning over 
to cook both sides until lightly golden.  Place cooked eggplant onto a tray 

 

• Spoon some tomato sauce over the top of the cooked vegetables, and cover with a light coating 
of mozzarella cheese 

 

• Place under grill and wait until cheese is melted. Turn off grill and serve onto 4 serving plates    


